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About This Game

Claybook is a unique world made entirely of clay. Every inch of the environment can be shaped and molded. Everything has
matter inside it, not just an outer shell. Clay can be liquid or solid, and it can be deformed and destroyed.

In the game, you step into the shoes of brave kids who bring the Claybook to life. Each chapter of the book challenges you with
unique obstacles and puzzles. You possess clay blobs and morph them into different shapes to overcome tricky situations. Each

shape has its strengths and weaknesses, and some even have special powers.

Play through a wide range of challenging books and chapters.

Invite friends to play (split-screen up to 4 players).

Compete in the leaderboards.

Achievements challenges you to use the clay blobs and environment creatively.

Sandbox mode where you can mess around freely with all of the clay blobs.

A unique clay simulation and visualization technology, designed for user-generated content and making it easy for
players to unleash their creativity.
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An amazing in-game tool that lets you build books and chapters. No technical skills required and share directly inside the
game with the Claybook community.

Discover and play cross-platform (PC, Xbox One & PS4) community creations directly inside the game.
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Title: Claybook
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Second Order
Publisher:
Second Order
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit or newer

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD, 2.0 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 750 or AMD R7 260 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: DX11 compatible graphics card with 2GB VRAM or more

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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wow roulette is fun. Mansions in VR its a great idea, but like 2 rooms and ugly dancing holograms? Seriously? This is so
pathetic, i was downloading this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all day, wtf.. very fun game took about 30 mins to
beat, 10/10 would shoot more zombies in a office building. its a game where you deal drugs and its dank developer awesome. I
just done using this i was able to update my AMD drivers, i couldn't update it manually before because i was getting many
problems so i had to use a previous version of it. Fast installation now everything working fine :D

PS: After updating your drivers, make sure to scan again to verify if its needed any additional update.. The game is fun, like
Euro Truck Simulator 2. But there are still very frustrating things with this game :

1. Speed limits change without warning, and then you get fined, then by the time you look WHY THE F you were fined, the
speed limit is back up and you're not speeding anymore. For example, the limit is 55 mph, you go 50 mph, then the limit drops
to 35 mph for no G DAMN reason, and there's a police car.... again.... but the speed limit goes back up at 55 mph immediately
after.

2. There are police cars EVERY FREAKING WHERE! Seriously, I see about 1 police car for ever 3 to 4 cars that I see on the
road!

3. I just got hit by a dumb\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665driver who turned ON A RED LIGHT, hit me.... AND I GOT
FINED!

4. Freeway ramps are too short. I don't know who designed the roads, but this is not how to drive in America; ramps give you a
chance to accelerate before merging.

etc.

In my review of Euro Truck Simulator 2, some people have commented about disabling the offences. Really? Is that how I
should enjoy a game, by cheating or dumbing it down?
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My review

{LINK REMOVED}http:\/\/tinyurl.com\/OrbChambersReview

. This review is kind of mixed...If you like the Princes Maker franchise, then this is a game you'd probably want to check out.
 Note that I think Princess Maker 2 is better, as you're able to have your daughter explore. PM3 seems like it took away some of
the game instead of adding more to it.

I don't have many hours in the game, I bought it and played it on release. I don't know if any editing has been done since then,
but I sincerely hope so as there are some very noticeable "Engrish" wording mixed in, phrases used incorrectly, mispelled words,
etc.

Overall I'd recommend this game if you like the Princes Maker franchise and are (like me) hoping that this will lead the Dev to
release Princess Maker 4 and 5. If you're new to the franchise, check out PM2 instead.. Brookhaven experiment is one of the
best games to showcase VR to your friends, or play for yourself since the gameplay has a lot of replay value since its essentially
just holding out as long as you can, similar to COD's nazi zombies. This game is action packed, the graphics are great, it utilizes
VR in the best ways, and at times it can deliver some of the most intense scares of your life if you let your guard down.

The only fault I have with this game is that for some reason it takes an unusually long amount of time to load, and my rig is
much higher than the recommended specs. However, this being said, the game is definitely worth the loading time and perhaps
putting the game on an SSD would completely alleviate that problem.

Overall, Brookhaven is a must have VR title if you enjoy shooters and horror.. For a $5 game, the production value is awesome.
After Steam has taken its cut, the game's developers only get peanuts: it is obviously a labor of love. Why not spend $5 to
encourage them?

I played it once, and was killed very early on. I made the choices that I felt compatible with my RL personality. I did not try to
guess what could be the best choices to prolong the story.

My concern is that I wonder if the program expects us to make certain specific choices in order to prolong the game, even if
those choices are purely artificial. That might be the game's fatal flaw: if you do not select the correct options, you cannot
progress very far in the story. If such is the case, it means that the program is more linear than a flexible, diversified multi-path
story.

For $5, I enjoyed it ... but I am skeptical about its linear-story programming. I might replay it, but I have too quickly lost
interest. But for a mere $5, it is certainly worth a try.. I really enjoyed How to shoot a criminal, I thought it was really original
immersive; i'm a huge of games like this.
The whole aesthetic was pretty interesting, quite elegant, really fitting the theme. I liked the small details, sounds like the
developpers really thought about it.
The inspiration from Her Story is obvious, but I liked how they went further: there aren't just videos, there are small scene,
sometimes really emotional- really enjoyed those with Winsmay. The characters are more relatable this way.
It can be quite hard sometimes, but I think it's a quality: you really have to think sometimes, there is a real mystery.
Basically, I recommand it ! It's not expensive, it's worth a try, and you may fall in love with one of the characters !. It's a wacky
hard to controle surgery game. It has all the personality and charm of the original, but its better in VR. The demo as fantastic,
and I will pick up the full game at somepoint!

Devlog #3: Demo coming soon!:
Hi everyone! I'm currently working on a demo that includes all features of the game, with only one limitation: You can play
each character only for a limited amount of time. This way, you can play the game, test if it works on your PC and see if you
like it before purchasing. If you decide to purchase it, you will keep your savegame from the demo.

How will the demo differ from the full version?. Devlog #7: Landing on the planets:
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Developer's log, stardate 18072.3: We may have discovered a new way to land on the planets. Our chief programmer is currently
working on getting this done.

If you've watched Star Trek, you probably know they invented the teleporter because landings were too expensive to shoot back
in the 1960's. I face a similar problem with Cube Universe: Teleporting to the planet and back to the ship is quite easy, but
landing on the planet is challenging.

I had some time late at night while trying to fall asleep and thought about that idea. Was it possible at all? Landing on spherical
planets, but with a block terrain? No Man's Sky had this feature, but they didn't use cubes. I recently discovered Seeds of
Andromeda, but they used a different approach to deal with the distortions when mapping a rectangular grid onto a spherical
planet. From what I understood, they used six faces of a cube and mapped them onto a sphere. But no matter how you do this,
you will end up with problems at the edges, where three faces meet. And you will also end up with the problem that voxels need
to get bigger the further they are away from the center of the planet.

Those problems were the reason to simply use a rectangular world, then mapped to the sphere that represents the planet when
you look at it from the universe. Because of this though, you cannot simply fly to the planet and land without any kind of
transition, i.e. a loading screen. Additionally, landing a big spaceship on a planet is quite a challenge, too.

Anyway, back to what came to my mind when I was awake, listening to the sounds of the night, staring into the sky and
watching the stars as I thought about what would have happened if I just had said yes when I met... wait, that's not the story I
want to tell here... Computer, delete the last paragraph.

So landing a big spaceship was not an option, but what about a small shuttlecraft? You could just hop into it, leave your
spaceship and fly down to the planet. And all the way back. It is almost impossible to do this without any loading screen, but at
least you will be able to fly down to the planet and land on a spot based on where you entered the atmosphere.

There are a few major things that have to be implemented in order for this to work:

Transitioning from the spaceship to the universe (and the other way around), probably the easiest part although the
universe and the spaceship use different coordinate systems.

Level of detail system: When entering the atmosphere, you will spawn above the terrain's building height after the
loading screen, meaning you will have to fly about 2 km down to the actual surface. In this time, you should see the
surface, so there has to be some kind of LoD system in place since rendering the normal blocks is not feasible.

A shuttle is pretty fast and the voxel world doesn't load fast enough for collision detection while flying at high speeds. In
most of the cases, this should not be a problem because you are slower when near to the ground, but if you fly at a height
of 1 km, you may glitch through flying islands and tall buildings. Those are not implemented yet, but when they are, this
may be a problem. There is probably a solution for this, maybe limiting horizontal speeds to something about 50 m/s
(180 km/h, ~112 mph), while vertical speeds can exceed 150 m/s (540 km/h, 336 mph).

Additionally, there have to be markers so you know where to go to. And other small things may also take a lot of time to
implement in total.

All of this combined is a big challenge, but I feel ready for it and I see no other way, because being able to teleport kind of ruins
the game. Why build a base when you have your ship that you can teleport to quite easily? And how do you make dying feel like
a bad thing when you can just teleport to your last location, even if you respawn at your base or on the ship? So clearly,
teleporting has to be removed and replaced by landing on the planet.. [PT] Alpha 0.2.1.8 & Launcher Bugfixes:
Patch 0.2.1.8 is now available for testing on the public test version.

Gameplay. Devlog #2: A new Dev and Mushrooms:
Hi everyone!
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Just a quick update on the development: First of all, we welcome a new designer on our team who creates textures, 3D models
and animations. Also, I'm currently working on a new planet type, with mushroom biomes and things that glow in the dark, that I
already mentioned in Devlog #1. I hope it will look as cool as I imagine it. The planet itself is almost finished, but it needs
unique fauna (a lot of 3D models) and some quests.

I added procedurally generated mushrooms to that planet, so every mushroom is different. For that, I used Bézier surfaces to
generate caps that are uniquely shaped, in combination with some linear algebra to tilt the caps and stems. A lot of math
actually, so if you've ever wondered what you need all that stuff you learned in school (and university) for, it's mushrooms. Yay!

I think the new planet will be added as soon as there are enough NPCs and quests for it, I guess that will take about two weeks.. 
Devlog #13: Villages & more:
We have updated our website, which now has a news section (comments, forum, etc. coming soon).

You can find our newest Devlog here: Devlog #13: Villages & more[www.beosar.com]

--------------------------------------

We have had some problems with sending emails to Gmail users. If you have created an account on our website and not
received an email, please try again by logging in and requesting another email. Make sure to check your spam folder - the mails
will likely end up there in the next couple of weeks until Google recognizes us as a legitimate sender.. Alpha 0.2.1.11:
I had some time today to play the game for a little longer and to test it. I found a few bugs and fixed them in the patch I just
released (Alpha 0.2.1.11).

Gameplay. [PT] Alpha 0.2.0.36:
We've just released a new version on the public test (PT) branch:

Added smooth ambient lighting (needs to be activated in the settings if you've previously started the game, lighting may
not work correctly at chunk borders yet). The options "smooth", "smoother", and "smoothest" determine the resolution at
which the ambient lighting is rendered, but the result does not differ in most cases.

Added sprinting with double-pressing forward (if you don't want to hold shift all the time)

Added flashing yellow screen border on low hunger

Added/fixed local (planet) and say chat

Added sliders for field of view, music volume, and environment volume

Optimized shadows (not sure if it's actually faster, but it's definitely not slower)

The universe seed is now saved in a separate file to make it possible to fix savegames in case something goes horribly
wrong (e.g. PC crash due to overheating).

Smooth lighting before & after:
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